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Abstract

The last years of research and development in the automotive industry were still
focused on designing electrical propulsion units to be eco-friendly and diminish the
drawbacks of classical combustion engines. Besides being energy efficient, silent, and
high in power density, these must have a serious fault-tolerant ability as driver, and
passengers’ safety is probably the most important issue in this filed. The chapter will
detail fault-tolerant machines and power electronic architectures with their control for the
most common ones, such as switched reluctance machines (SRM) and the permanent-
magnet synchronous machines (PMSM). Besides detection, solutions will be presented for
the machine-drive unit to wisely overcome and compensate occurred faults. A novel
modular structure of SRM is presented with increased fault tolerance and possibility of
fast repair in case of any machine damage. The solutions will be validated via simulated
and experiment-based results.

Keywords: fault tolerant, electrical machines, drives, control, fault detection, fault
compensation, SRM, PMSM

1. Introduction

Electromechanical systems became in the last decade an indispensable part of nearly every

electrical energy consumer. Taking advantage of the technological advance in the world of

engineering, the demands in terms of performance, efficiency, reliability, and safety which

were raised are continuously pushed forward [1]. Latest technological developments for such

systems are based on sophisticated control strategies that have the ability to accommodate

component failures automatically. By this, the system’s stability is maintained in acceptable

range of performances reaching what one can entitle fault-tolerant system [2].

This chapter focuses on switched reluctance and permanent-magnet synchronous machines

(SRM and PMSM), dedicated for fault-tolerant applications. Modular and multiphase designs

will be presented for both types of machines together with their electronic converters,
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developed to serve such applications. The motivation for choosing these two electrical

machines and their drives comes with the tendency of the actual market to focus research to

electrify the propulsion systems in the automotive industry. Researches involved complex

studies in developing solutions for fault-tolerant SRMs with their drives, solutions that are

flexible and able to do online fault diagnosis and compensation [3]. Other studies were focused

on electronic failure diagnosis, like the one in Ref. [4]. Winding malfunctions, such as short

circuits [5] and open circuits [6], were engaged, offering solutions for intelligent control strat-

egies. The proposed modular SRM adds to the actual status of research by a novel structural

design that allows isolation and easy replacement of the faulted coils.

In the field of PMSMs, winding fault is usually the main cause of malfunctions due to short or

open circuit faults. Usually, these are observed and compensated by implementing intelligent

control strategies [7, 8]. Research activities were carried out also in the field of electronic faults,

such as short circuit, proposing control strategies to avoid the error and try to keep the

machine operational [9]. Field Programmable Gate Array (FPGA) based control methods for

fault recognition and compensation based on a residual calculation were proposed in Ref. [10].

The multiphase PMSM detailed in the chapter offers a simple motor-drive fault-tolerant solu-

tion that by its architecture comes in addition to the preliminary studies.

2. Fault-tolerant switched reluctance machines and drives

By the nature of operation and by their construction, SRMs are considered up to an extent fault

tolerant because these are able to operate in case of one-phase failure. However, adding to its

natural fault-tolerant ability a dedicated modular stator design, one can reach a high level of

safety and reliability when the application demands it. Even more, adding to such a machine a

more complex electronic power converter, able to isolate and compensate the occurred fault,

increases radically the fault-tolerant abilities.

The modular design of the SRM’s stator consists of eight individual modules isolated between

them with nonmagnetic displacers as shown in Figure 1. One machine phase is compounded

of the coils wound on diametrically opposed modules. These are fixed to the end caps of the

machine using nonmagnetic rods that pass through them. Using the nonmagnetic displacers

between adjacent modules, the magnetic flux’s path is forced only via the energized module

and the corresponding rotor poles as seen in Figure 1. The machine’s rotor is a classical design

having 14 poles.

The concept regards that the coils of each phase are fed independently. In this case, with

independent supply and because one stator slot is not shared by coils from different phases,

in case of short circuits, overheating, etc. of one coil, the remaining ones are not influenced nor

altered.

This way, if a coil of one phase is faulted, the machine will continue operating with the

remaining diametrically opposed coil. This event can occur from one to all phases of the

machine, and it can still operate in satisfactory conditions. One solution to compensate

the faulted coils, is to increase the current of the remaining healthy ones. This is allowed by
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their design, even if it will mean saturation of the core and increase of the machine’s tempera-

ture. It is easy to understand that the developed torque and speed in case of fault will be lower

than in normal condition but, still, will reach satisfactory values till safe stop of the machine is

possible.

This design allows besides isolation of the coils and of the magnetic cores simple and fast

replacement of the damaged modules with new ones. Extracting the fixing rods permits

removal of the nonfunctional modules without the need of uncoupling the shaft from the

application and without moving the machine out of its housing. The prototype built to prove

the concept was rated at 300 Vdc, 6 A, 600 rpm, and 5 Nm, as specifications for the design

process.

2.1. The design of the modular SRM

Due to the fact that the machine has nonclassical features, its design process is based on an

analytical model combined with particular calculations required by the modular structure. The

number of rotor poles (QR) is a function of the number of stator modules (NmS) and the number

of phase to coil division (ndiv):

QR ¼ ndiv �NmS � ndiv (1)

The design process followed complex algorithms [11–13] to shape the geometry of the core

assemblies but at the same time, to size and determine the machine’s characteristics such as

torque, losses, flux densities, etc.

Figure 1. The 3D model of the modular SRM and its flux paths on one phase and the coil distribution.
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The shaping process starts by imposing several parameters that will characterize the perfor-

mances of the future machine. These regard the supply voltage (UN), the rated current (I), the

number of phases (m), the machine’s rated power (P2N), the mechanical air gap (g), the air-gap

flux density in aligned position (Bgmax), the rated speed (nN), and the rated torque (TN).

For any SRM, classical or modular one, the most important parameter that has important

influence on its performances is the mean diameter, as value measured in the middle point of

the air gap [14]:

Dg ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

P2N �Qs � kσ

QR � π2 � kL �
nN
60 � Bgmax � 1� 1

Kcr

� �

� AS

3

v

u

u

t
(2)

where (QS) and (QR) are the numbers of stator and rotor poles. Coefficients (k
σ
) and (kL) regard

the leakage flux factors, as values between 0.75 and 0.95, the aspect factor, respectively, are

calculated like

kL ¼
π

2
�

1
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

QR
3
p (3)

The electrical loading AS will be chosen in an interval between 54 and 154 A/m, while Carter’s

factor KCR considers the shape of the salient poles and the flux path’s distortion due to this

shape [15]. It is chosen in a range between 1.4 and 2.

Computing the ratio of the mean diameter (Dg) with respect to the aspect of coefficient yells for

a preliminary value of the machine’s active stack length (la) that can be later adjusted as

function of the resulted developed torque. Usually, this value can be restricted by the housing

of the machine.

Because the stator is compounded of eight independent modules, it is enough to size only one of

them. The complete circle described by the inner stator diameter is split into (NmS) arcs, equal

with the number of the stator modules. The length of one arch described by one module is

Lm ¼

2 � π �
Dg

2 þ
g
2

� �

NmS
(4)

The SRM by its nature due to its saliency and due to its switched current operation has the well-

known torque ripples, influenced also by the saturation of the pole tips. When discussing about

analytical calculation of the mean torque, it is quite difficult to take into account all the factors.

Hence, as themost influential parameter on the torque development is the core saturation, instead

of the geometrically defined air gap (g), an equivalent value will be used in the following calcula-

tions, the latter considering the saturation of the poles in aligned position by (ksat) coefficient:

gx ¼ ksat � g (5)

To ensure correct isolation between the modules, it was considered necessary that the spacers

between them (lD) should be at least 10 but not larger than 20 times the air gap.
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The arch defined by one stator module (see Figure 2) computed with Eq. (4) includes also the

arch defined by the spacer. Hence, the pole pitch described just by the module itself without

the spacer is half of the difference between (Lm) and (lD):

τS ¼
Lm � lD

2
(6)

Sizing the width of the stator poles is based on ranging their values between 0.5 and 0.8 of the

module total pitch. The value has to be considered in order to leave space to fit the winding

and to ensure correct overlapping with the rotor poles. Round values are indicated to be used,

as it simplifies the building process. Hence, the stator pole width was considered to be

bpS ¼ round 0:58 � τSð Þ (7)

Finalizing the computation of the stator pole width requires to recompute the value of the

spacers between the modules, in order to close the circle described by the inner stator radius.

By now, only a preliminary value of the spacer was considered. Before proceeding to this

calculation, firstly the rotor pole pitch has to be computed:

LarcPR ¼
π �

Dg

2 � g
2

� �

� 360QR

180
� 2 �

bpR

2
(8)

where bpR is the rotor pole width, considered equal with the stator pole width (bpS). To

calculate the real dimensions of the spacer, the stator slot opening width (LarcCS) needs to be

computed:

LarcCS ¼ round
π

Dg

2 þ g
2

� �

� u
C

180

0

@

1

A (9)

where (uC) is the angle described by the rotor pole pitch arc, calculated as

Figure 2. Sizing the stator module.
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u ¼
π �

Dg

2 � g
2

� �

� 360
QR

� bpS

π �
Dg

2 � g
2

� � (10)

To finalize the sizing of the module spacers, it is considered that the stator and rotor slots are

equal and the distance between them is just the air gap. Hence, the spacer can be sized as

lD ¼ Lm � 2 � bpS � LarcCS (11)

By now, only the module’s yoke height remains to be sized. To make sure that proper satura-

tion is reached advantaging fast demagnetization when the phase is switched in off state, the

yoke was considered to be 0.85 of the pole’s width:

hjS ¼ round 0:85 � bpS
� �

(12)

Because no information is yet available about the size of the coils that need to be fitted inside

the stator slot, only a preliminary value can be considered to the height of the stator poles,

simply obtained as

hpS ¼ round 1:01 � Lmð Þ (13)

This value will be recomputed after sizing the coils. However, the active stator pole surface

will be

ApS ¼ bpS � la (14)

Before sizing the coils, which will require information about the length of the flux paths, the

rotor must be sized. As already stated, the rotor pole pitch is equal with the one of the stator.

As the width of the rotor poles are also at the same size as the one of the stator poles, one can

compute the rotor slot opening like

bcR ¼ round LarcR � bpR
� �

(15)

As seen in Figure 1, the magnetic flux closes only via the energized module and the

corresponding rotor poles; hence, the yoke of the rotor (hjR) can be considered equal with the

one of the stator (hjS). Imposing the diameter of the machine’s shaft (dax), it is possible to

compute rotor pole height (see Figure 3):

hpR ¼ round
Dg

2
�
gx
4
� hjR �

dax
2

� �

(16)

As mentioned earlier, after sizing the rotor, it is possible to compute the dimensions of the coils

in relation with the magnetic field (H) and the machine’s geometrical dimensions.

To be able to compute the required magnetomotive force, the length of the flux paths through

the stator (ls), air gap (lg), and rotor (lr) must be calculated:
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ls ¼ 2 � hpS þ LarcCS
lg ¼ 2 � g
lr ¼ 2 � hpR þ LarcCR

(17)

Based on Ampere’s law, it is easy to compute the magnetomotive force, and from there the

number of turns per coil Nf is
Θ ¼ HFe � ls þ lrð Þ þHg � lg
Nf ¼ round Θ=Ið Þ

(18)

Function of the desired current and the number of turns, one can easily determine the size of

the coil (hbob) that will allow the final computation of the height of the stator module:

hm ¼ hlim þ hbob þ hjS (19)

Having all the abovementioned data, sizing process of the machine is finished. To validate the

breviary, the designer has to compute the developed mean torque using

Tv ¼ kunal �Nop Nf � I
� �2

�
Dg

2
� μ0 �

la
4 � gx

(20)

where (Nop) is the number of modules of one phase and (kunal) is a constant that considers the

contribution of the magnetic flux in unaligned position.

2.2. The operation of the fault-tolerant SRM

Validation of the modular SRM’s design was accomplished via both finite element simulations

and experimental testing in the laboratory. In both cases, the electronic converter had half-H

bridges for each coil like in Figure 4. Hence, the two coils of one phase had each an indepen-

dent half-H bridge (e.g., phase Ph1 is compounded of two independently but synchronously

supplied coils, Ph1A and Ph1B). The concept was to permit the converter and the controller to

separate and compensate the faulted coils. During normal operation, the coils of one phase

were supplied with the same current using hysteresis current controller.

Figure 3. Sizing the rotor of the machine.
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It is clear that in case of any fault, the controller stops feeding with current the damaged coil

and supplies only the healthy remaining one. This structure is indeed a more complex one than

in the case of classical converters, but it is motivated by the highly increased fault-tolerant

application of the machine.

Using Flux2D software, several tests were performed in both healthy and faulty conditions with

1–4 open circuit coils. In Figure 5(a), (b), and (c), the healthy condition is depicted. The currents

are plotted separately for all the eight coils of the machine (coils Ph1A, Ph2A, Ph3A, and Ph4A in

plot b) and (coils Ph1B, Ph2B, Ph3B, and Ph4B in plot c). The developed RMS torque is 5.7 Nm at

the rated current of 6 A. In case of one faulted coil (open circuit of Ph1A of phase 1), as it can be

seen in Figure 5d, correspondence to the missing coil’s (Figure 5e) current of the torque falls,

being generated only by Ph1B of phase 1. Due to separate supply of the two coils of the phases

(see Figure 4), Ph1B remains operational, as it is depicted in Figure 5f. The machine continues to

operate even if the ripples are increased. It has to be mentioned also that all the tests were carried

out only with classical hysteresis control strategy just to prove the machine’s operational skills.

In case of more sever faults, as it can be seen in Figure 6 for two to four opened coils, the RMS

torque decreases and yells for more ripples, still the machine being able to perform continuous

operation.

Figure 4. The electronic converter’s topology.

Figure 5. Finite element simulation results in healthy (a–c) and one-coil open fault (d–f).
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The experimental validation of the concept and of the machine itself was accomplished by

building the modular SRM with regard to the design specifications and setting up a test bench

like the one in Figure 7. The modules were cut out of lamination and fixed into an aluminum

housing. The test bench was compounded of the SRM, an induction machine as a load, a

torque meter, the complex converter, and a dSPACE 1104 card for its control. An encoder was

mounted on the shaft of the machine to provide feedback of the speed and the rotor position.

To prove the operational skills of the machine, the same tests were carried out on the test bench

like those performed in simulations.

The experimental results depicted in Figure 8(a) to (c) in healthy condition and Figure 8(d)

to (f) in open fault condition prove that the machine reaches the same performances as in

simulations. As the measured results are quite close to the ones obtained in simulations, the

same explanations that were detailed with regard to Figure 5 are valid for the measured

results.

In Figure 9, the results for faulted condition in experimental testing are depicted. The same

remarks described for the simulated results of each fault scenario are valid also for the mea-

sured ones. By this, it was proved that the design breviary and the experimental model of the

SRM are in accordance and the machine reaches the desired performances. In case of faults, if

the currents on the remaining coils are not increased, the torque ripples are intensified. How-

ever, the machine can continue its operation even if four of the eight coils are not operational.

The slight differences between the simulated results in Figure 5 and those obtained in real

measurements in Figure 8 are due to low sampling speed and quite low precision in rotor

position measurement, as an encoder was used instead of a resolver.

Figure 6. Simulated results in faulted conditions: two coils (a), three coils (b), and four coils (c).

Figure 7. The modular stator of the SRM (left) and the experimental test bench (right) [8].
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Comparing the results obtained from simulations and those obtained in experimental testing,

one can conclude that even in faulty condition, the machine reaches quite good performances.

Comparing the results gathered in Table 1, it can be stated that there are quite good agree-

ments between them. The biggest difference was reached in four opened coil conditions, about

0.65 Nm. However, in any fault condition, the SRM is able to develop more than 60% of the

rated torque, this correspondence to the worst case scenario (four opened coils).

Figure 8. Experimental results in healthy (a–c) and one-coil open fault (d–f).

Figure 9. Experimental results in faulted conditions: two coils (a), three coils (b), and four coils (c).

Condition

RMS torques (N�m)

Simulated Measured

Healthy machine 5.5 5.3

One faulted coil 4.9 4.68

Two faulted coils 4.34 4.05

Three faulted coils 3.8 3.32

Four faulted coils 3.3 2.65

Table 1. The RMS torque obtained in simulated and experimental analysis.
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Proving the concept and the operational skills, it is worth mentioning that, due to simple

hysteresis control strategy, in case of faults, the torque ripples are quite high. However,

engaging torque-smoothing strategies, such as direct instantaneous torque control or current

profiling, it is possible to reach satisfactory torque characteristic, quite close to a linear one

[9, 10], even in case of fault operation.

3. Fault-tolerant permanent-magnet synchronous machines and drives

The PMSMs due to their high power density, maturity, and reliability became in the last decade

more and more used in all the fields of electromechanical systems. Many applications such as

aircrafts, military, medicine, electric propulsion, etc. embed such machines, demanding in the

same time high fault-tolerant capabilities. Hence, fault-tolerant PSMSs became a hot topic.

Investigating ideas like six-phase inverters with common mode voltage elimination [16], or

using series-connected six-phase inverter with a three-phase motor to use the same inverter for

two machines [17] or adding a supplementary leg to the three-phase inverter, used only in

faulty condition [18, 19] became widely used solutions for fault PMSM-tolerant applications.

However smart-design considerations [20, 21] and dedicated control strategies [22, 23] were

applied to increase the fault-tolerant potential of the machine.

In order to achieve a more increased level of fault tolerance, a nine-phase PMSM is proposed

supplied from a special electronic converter able to overcome and compensate the occurred

fault, like the one in Figure 10. The design of the machine, the power converter, and their

operation will be described in the following, highlighting the benefits of using such a complex

but fault-free system.

Figure 10. The structure of the nine-phase PSMSM (left) and its flux paths (right).
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3.1. The design of the nine-phase PMSM

Taking into account published solutions to reduce significantly the torque ripples using frac-

tional-slot winding configuration [24, 25], a PMSM with 8 pole pairs and 18 slots was

designed. The machine has nine phases, and in the addition to classical designs, each phase is

formed by one coil that surrounds only one tooth. Hence, the phases are magnetically sepa-

rated, increasing its reliability by diminishing the influence of one faulted phase over the

remaining healthy one. The ratings for this machine are 48 Vdc, 500 rpm, 1.8 Nm, and 66.6

Hz of fundamental current frequency.

The sizing process is based on a generalized algorithm that one can use for any type of PMSM

indifferent of the number of phases, slots, or pole pairs. Neglecting the leakage reactance, the

output power can be a computed function of the estimated efficiency (η), the number of phases

(nph), the peak value of the mmf (Emax), and the peak value of the phase current (Imax):

Pout ¼ η � nph � Emax � Imax

QR ¼ ndiv �NmS � ndiv
(21)

In Eq. (22), the peak value of the mmf can be a computed function of its coefficient (kE), the

number of turns per phase (Nt), the air-gap flux density (Bgap), the active stack length (Lm), the

supply current frequency (fs), and the number of pole pairs (p):

Emax ¼ kE �Nt � Bgap � Lm � f s=p (22)

Defining the geometric coefficient, kL = Lm/Dgap, the current coefficient ki = Imax/Irms, and defin-

ing the phase load in ampere-turns:

At ¼ 2=π �Nt � Irms=Dgap (23)

One can compute the air-gap mean diameter, just like for the SRM in Eq. (2), using

Dgap ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

2 � p � Pout

π � nph � At � kE � ki � kL � η � Bgap � f s

3

s

(24)

Based on the value computed with Eq. (23), it is possible to size all the rest of geometrical

dimensions of the machine, based on classical models. The resulting air-gap flux density can be

determined with

Bgap ¼
hm � Brm

Dgap

2 � ln Rsi�gap
Rcr

� �

þ ln Rsi

Rsi�gap

� �� � (25)

where (hm) is the length of the permanent magnet, (Brm) is the permanent magnet’s remanent

flux density, (Rsi) is the stator inner diameter, (Rcr) is the rotor core diameter, and (gap) is

the air-gap length. The rest of the electromagnetic parameters can be computed based on the

air-gap flux density. The phase emf, proportional with the frequency and the number of turns,
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the flux linkage, and the demagnetization coefficient (kd) given by the permanent magnet’s

specifications (around 0.8–0.9) can be determined:

Eph ¼
ffiffiffi

2
p

� π � f s �Nt � kws �Ψm � kd (26)

where (kws) is the winding coefficient, specific for the used winding type.

The PMSM’s speed is given proportional with the emf and inverse proportional with its

coefficient:

Ω ¼ Eph=kE

Tm ¼ Pout=Ω
(27)

The developed mean torque is a computed function of the output power and the machine

speed. All that remain now, having the machine designed, are to validate its operation both in

simulations and in laboratory measurements.

3.2. The operation of the nine-phase PMSM

Before proceeding to validation of the machine, it is important to describe the dedicated

electronic power converter attached to the machine and the concept of its control, in order for

the reader to be able to understand the choice of the system’s assemblies.

One solution for a converter to be fault tolerant is to create H bridges around each phase and

control them independently. However, such a structure is very expensive, and at the same

time, it is quite difficult to create its proper control. A cost-effective solution is to build a

converter like the one depicted in Figure 11. The concept of the inverter is to divide the nine

phases of the machine in three groups of three phases [24, 25]. Each group of three phases

forms a star connection obtaining a neutral point that is connected to an additional inverter leg.

This is operated only if fault occurs on one of the three phases of one star. By this, the machine

can be operated even if three phases are faulted, with only one of the three sets of phases.

Moreover, even if one of the last three remaining phases is faulted, the machine can continue

its operation with only two of the nine phases.

In case the fault occurs on one phase of a group of 3, this is automatically isolated by keeping

the power switches around it open. However, due to the imbalance, the zero sequence current

is not null anymore. To keep the balance, this current, (I0), has to reach the supply. This is

where the additional leg is operated, ensuring that the zero sequence current reaches the

supply and by this, practically, the remaining healthy phases keep their balance driving

normal currents to the machine.

In order to have a better understanding of the phenomenon, the discussion that follows will be

held on a system of three-phase currents. However, as practically the three-phase machine has

3 · 3 phases, the concept is extendable applying the same procedures.
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In a three-phase system, the currents in a rotating reference frame are governed by

Ia ¼ Id � sin ωtð Þ þ Iq � cos ωtð Þ þ I0

Ib ¼ Id � sin ωt� 2
π

3

� �

þ Iq � cos ωt� 2
π

3

� �

þ I0

Ic ¼ Id � sin ωtþ 2
π

3

� �

þ Iq � cos ωtþ 2
π

3

� �

þ I0

(28)

Writing those in fixed reference frame will give

Ia ¼
3

2
Iα þ

ffiffiffi

3
p

2
Iβ

Ib ¼
ffiffiffi

3
p

Iβ

Ic ¼ 0

(29)

The electromagnetic torque in general relation is expressed as

Tm ¼ 3

2
� p � Iq �Ψm þ Ld � Lq

� �

� Id � Iq
� �

(30)

In relation to Eq. (30), it can be seen that to maintain a constant torque, the dq components of

the currents must remain the same. The link between fixed and rotating referenced frame

currents is given by

Iα ¼ Id � cos ωtð Þ � Iq � sin ωtð Þ
Iβ ¼ Id � sin ωtð Þ þ Iq � cos ωtð Þ (31)

Hence, substituting Eq. (31) into Eq. (29) gives the three-phase current law needed to keep the

developed electromagnetic torque constant:

Figure 11. The nine-phase fault-tolerant inverter structure.
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Ia ¼
ffiffiffi

3
p

Id � sin ωtþ 2π

3

� �

þ
ffiffiffi

3
p

Iq � cos ωtþ 2π

3

� �

Ib ¼
ffiffiffi

3
p

Id � sin ωtð Þ þ
ffiffiffi

3
p

Iq � cos ωtð Þ
Ic ¼ 0

(32)

Eq. (32) proves that the machine can keep the developed torque constant only if the currents

are increased with
ffiffiffi

3
p

. However, if the currents are not increased, in case of fault, the machine

will develop only 2/3 of the rated torque. This concept demonstrates that, in case of faults, the

machine can be supplied to develop the same torque by controlling the magnitude of the dq

currents. It has to be mentioned that for such applications, the winding must be sized properly,

to be able to handle increased currents without the risk of burnout.

Validation both in simulations and in laboratory experiments will be focused on injecting

currents in the neutral point using the additional inverter leg, to compensate the fault occurred

in each star connection of the machine.

Flux2D software, a software based on finite element analysis, was used to validate the machine

via simulations.

In Figure 12 the normal and one-phase fault conditions are depicted for the nine-phase PMSM.

As it can be seen for the normal condition, all the nine currents are present developing torque,

reaching 1.8 Nm, the rated value. In case of fault, this was set to occur at 0.01 s; it can be seen

that the lack of one phase creates torque ripples and its RMS value diminishes to 1.6 Nm. In

order to prove the concept, no currents will be increased, highlighting that the value of the

torque is diminished with 2/3 for each phase.

Figure 13 depicts several fault condition tests that were performed. When two phases from

two star connections are lacking (Figure 13, top-left), the torque ripples increase even more,

and the RMS value reaches 1.5 Nm. If a third phase (Figure 13, top-right), from the third star

connection, is faulted, the ripples increase again, and the RMS value of the torque decreases to

1.35 Nm. The worst case scenario is depicted in Figure 13 (bottom). Here, two phases from one

star and one from each of the other stars are faulted. Hence, only five phases remain

Figure 12. Simulated result in healthy (left) and one-phase fault (right).
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operational in the machine. High torque ripples are reached in this case, and the torque

developed barely passes 1 Nm as mean value.

The experimental validation of the nine-phase PMSMwas done with the test bench depicted in

Figure 14. Its main assemblies are the PMSM, a torque meter, an induction machine as load,

the complex electronic converter, nine current sensors, a power supply, and a dSPACE 1103

card for the control [16].

In order to highlight the benefit of using the additional leg of each star connection, a debate

will be focused on only one of the three star connections, the phenomenon being the same for

the entire machine. The three-phase currents and the developed torque in healthy condition

are depicted in Figure 15 (top). The amplitude of the currents and torque reaches rated values;

these are being measured at the rated speed. The deformation of the currents is given by low

Figure 13. Simulated results in faulted conditions: two phases (top-left), three phases (top-right), and four phases

(bottom).

Figure 14. The nine-phase PMSM test bench.
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switching frequency. The developed torque is about 1.72 Nm as RMS value, quite close to the

one obtained in simulations. In case of a phase fault of one star (obtained by forcing open

circuit), without engaging the fourth leg, the currents become shifted with 180°, like in

Figure 15 (middle). However, engaging the fourth leg, this will complete the switching table

of a three-phase system, keeping the currents shifted with the proper angle.

The torque is diminished in this case, but the ripples are much lower than in the case when the

fourth leg was not engaged. The RMS torque obtained was 1.62 Nm, quite close to the one

resulted simulations wise.

This analysis proves the benefits of using such a configuration of an additional fourth leg

correspondence for each group of three phases in star connection. This operational concept is

extendable for any number of phases. As the machine in study has nine phases, the same fault

conditions that were tested in simulations will be applied in the experimental validation too.

In Figure 16, nine-phase currents are plotted for healthy machine operation. The reason of the

distortion was already explained in the above paragraphs. To compare the results with those

obtained in simulation, firstly two phases are opened from two different star connections. It

can be seen in Figure 16 (top-right) that for this condition the torque ripples are higher than in

the case of only one phase fault. The RMS torque developed was about 1.42 Nm. Another fault

condition was to open three phases, each from a different star connection. The result plotted in

Figure 16 (bottom-left) shows not only the high torque ripples but also some instability of the

Figure 15. The currents (left) and the instantaneous torque (right) for healthy machine (top) and in one-phase fault

without (middle) and with (bottom) the contribution of the fourth leg.
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characteristic. In this case about 1.28 Nm RMS torque was developed. The worst case scenario

is having two opened phases from the first star connection and other two phases from each of

the remaining stars. The torque depicted in Figure 16 (bottom-right) presents the highest

torque ripples and an RMS torque of 1.18 Nm. Comparing the results from simulations and

from experimental measurements in the same operation conditions, there are quite consistent

differences between them. The reasons are due to the fact that the analysis conditions were

quite different. The switching frequency during experiments was limited to the computation

power of dSPACE. By this, the shape of the currents included a certain content of harmonics

that has direct impact on the shape of the torque. The rotating assemblies of the test bench had

consistent inertia adding together one of the loads of the mechanical coupling and of the

PMSM’s itself. Overall, the analysis highlighted the benefits of using a fractional-slot design

for the machine to diminish the torque ripples supplied by a special electronic converter able to

isolate and compensate the faults. The level of fault tolerance was proven by the fact that the

machine is able to operate with only five of its nine phases, continuing to develop quite a

reasonable quantity of torque.

4. Conclusions

In the present chapter, fault-tolerant electrical machines and drives are presented for particular

applications in the light electric vehicle industry. The goal was to analyze the most used

machine nowadays in this area such as the switched reluctance and the permanent-magnet

synchronous machines. The latter one was designed in a multiphase structure, having nine-

phases, each three of them connected in a star connection. Operating this machine with a

dedicated special architecture electronic converter, one can reach continuous operation despite

open-phase conditions. Numerical simulations and experimental tests prove the operational

skills of the machine.

Figure 16. The nine-phase currents (top-left) and the instantaneous torque for fault on two star connections (top-right),

fault on three star connections (bottom-left), and fault on two phases of a star and fault of one phase of each of the other

two stars (bottom-right).
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The fault-tolerant SRM was designed in a novel concept, to have a modular stator, each

module caring independent coils. Each diametrically opposed two coils form one stator phase,

but each coil is supplied independently from a half-H bridge. For this machine also numerical

and experimental studies proved the integrity and the usefulness of the machine.

The presented structures are part of a step forward in the field of high reliability electrical

machines. These, controlled with the proposed electronic converters and adding intelligent

control strategies, are able to reach high fault-tolerant capabilities. On the other hand, consid-

ering the price of implementing such structures, it is clear that these are higher than the

classical ones. However, fault-tolerant systems are by default high-cost designs, and these

costs are increasing with their complexity and reliability.
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